
Creating paper overlays, symbols and worksheets
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Mounting your Communication Device

...and you can connect the plate to a
flexible arm. Or just put the device on
an angled rest instead.

There are mounting plates
(like a 'cradle') for most
communication devices...
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Venturer Talker

This is our most flexible device, at the best value
around. These convertible tablet devices are
perfect for mobile users who want access to
communication everywhere.

Use this flexible device in many positions - when
keys are easily bumped or districting to users, or
to improve visibility and access. In or out of its
rugged case, the tablet is easy to position
perfectly. Tablet specifications on pg 8.

South African text-to-speech voices can be used on
these tablets. For speakers of isiZulu, isiXhosa,
Afrikaans and other SA languages, never before
has AAC software been able offer local language
communication - an exciting first for our country - see
pg 52. Note your language choice may determine
which communication software is required.

IndiTM by TobiiDynavox

Meet Indi, the first all-in-one speech tablet created specifically for Augmentative and
Alternative Communication (AAC). Indi is ready out-of-the-box to meet all your
communication needs. Indi is an ideal device for individuals with non-verbal Autism,
limited or unclear speech, people with Down Syndrome, Cerebral Palsy, and
intellectual disabilities. Indi comes with your choice of Snap + Core First (pg 55) or
Communicator 5 (pg 56) communication software. Optional accessories include
keyguards for improved accuracy, and a protective carry case-stand. You can even
swap colours on different days if you want to! The durable case is available in three
different colors – Teal Blue, Raspberry, and Cool Gray – and comes with or without a
keyguard holder.
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Choose the communication software you like
best! Select from Communicator 5 (pg 56), Grid
3 (pg 53), Snap & Core First (pg 55) or Compass
(pg 59). You can also add your favourite
educational and curriculum software.

Sawubona!

Baie dankie!

Communication should be available wherever you are! A
rugged case provides protection for mobile users who use a
smaller device. With an integrated shoulder strap, choose from
our Trooper or Folio case options to suit your needs. See pg 14.
An additional speaker ensures that you can be heard in noisy
environments too!

People who want a wearable communication device usually
access it directly with a finger, but our tablet is also compatible
any other USB or Bluetooth access device, from switches to
head mice to rollerballs. Great for multi-user environments
where the tablet may be shared.

A larger screen size can be helpful for people who require
larger target sizes, for touch accuracy or visual support. For
people who want a lightweight, discreet solution, the smaller
option may be best. With the Venturer range, you can find the
solution that is best for you!
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Enclosed by a rugged protective case or optional Tough
Case, they are knock and splash safe. Intended for direct
touch or switch access. Lightweight and designed to be
carried, a shoulder strap and shorter hand strap are
included. The Smartbox Speaker provides brilliant speech
output, so important in noisy classrooms, and can be
attached to the shoulder strap or worn around your neck.

The smallest of our Grid Pad Pro range is built around a
high spec 11" tablet enclosed by a rugged case that helps
protect the device against knocks and bumps. It is a good
size for easily mounting on a wheelchair for touch or
alternative access. Optional wheelchair power adapter to
charge the Grid Pad from your wheelchair is available.

Our mid-sized Grid Pad Pro features an extra-long battery
life. It is built around a 13" rugged tablet and includes a
spare hot-swappable battery so you can continue using
the device even when you are low on power. This is an
ideal size for people wanting eye control as their access
method, in a portable device. Optional wheelchair power
adapter to charge the Grid Pad from your wheelchair is
available.

Our largest Grid Pad Pro is often used in classrooms or
mounted at the home or office. The device is built around
a 17.3” tablet so the large screen provides bigger targets,
which can help people with access difficulties or visual
impairment. It is not suitable for wheelchair mounting, but is
ideal for mounting over a bed.

Keyguards are available to provide hand
support and improve accuracy. For

the Grid Pad 8, 10, 11 and 13.
These attach magnetically.

The Grid Pad Pro range can also be
paired with an eye tracker of your

choice. Includes an integrated stand
to position the device at an optimum
angle for table top use, and can be
mounted on a wheelchair, desk

stand or floor stand.

Responsive, tough and with
excellent sound quality. Use

multiple access options and control
your environment with these

empowering devices - a vital part
of being independent. Available in

11”, 13” and 18” versions.

Grid Pad

Small, thin and lightweight,
the perfect solution for
people using touch or

switch access on a portable
device. Available in a 8" or
10" model, with a bright
display which responds to

the lightest touch.

Please visit our website for full
technical specifications on
weight, dimensions, ports,

battery life, camera, processor
and memory capacity.

See here for more information:

Eye trackers on pg 17
Switches on pg 86

Alternative Mice on pg 81

The revolutionary Grid 3 communication software is included with all Grid
Pad's, providing a complete AAC solution for anyone, from beginners to
experts. Fully featured with Symbol and Text communication, social
media, built-in browser, SMS and more, this device is perfect as an on-the-
go communication aid, in the workplace, home, classroom and beyond.
Learn more about Grid 3 on page 53!
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Now you can have all the benefits of Grid 3,
on your iPad! Our helpful kit provides

everything you need to get communication
started right away! Includes:

iTunes Voucher for 'Grid for iPad' App
Rugged Case with Strap - pg 14
Bluetooth Speaker for extra volume - pg 12
Optional iPad - or use yours if you want to
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Waistband Voice Amplifier

Micro Voice Amplifier

This is a high quality voice amplifier with loud
and clear sound, plus reduced distortion and
feedback.

It is fast charging, has extremely long battery
life – the integral battery will last for days
without charging. Lightweight and portable
enough to wear or carry. Simple operation –
volume control, coloured LED indicators, and
a mute function.

Flexible microphone options – choose from a
high quality AVI Headset Microphone; a
Lapel Microphone; or a Transdermal
Microphone (worn around the throat).

3.5mm mono input, 3.5mm stereo output.
Comes with: charger, belt clip, waist strap,
user guide and your choice of microphone.

This is a practical and economical solution for people with a weak voice. It is suitable for one-to-one speech or group
discussions in the office, school or home, restaurants, shops, etc. The amplifier is worn around the waist with the
secure waist band provided. It is supplied with a headset with a flexible boom microphone. The integrated battery
level indicator allows you to stay informed of battery life, and a set of rechargeable batteries with a mains power
charger are provided.

The EchoVoice 6 is a compact voice amplification system that
is sensitive enough to dramatically amplify even the faintest
voice. Only a whisper is required to provide excellent
amplification with the boom microphone. Alternatively the
transdermal (throat) microphone requires positioning on the
side of the throat, providing a more discreet option for the
user. Necklace and belt clip attachments make the device
easy to carry and simple to wear and remove.

Echo and EchoVoice are all registered trade marks of Hearing Products International Limited. © 2017 Hearing Products International Limited.
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Lightwriter SL40 TalkTrac

The Lightwriter is a powerful
text-to-speech aid which

helps the user to
communicate while also
offering environmental

control via infrared
technology. The outward

facing display allows partners to read
your message too. Word prediction enables

faster communication & the adjustable
keyboard is suitable for a wide range of users

with optional keyguards
provided. You can transfer your typed notes to and

from a PC and back up and restore all your words and
phrases. A black casing option is also available.

The SuperTalker is perfect for users who will progress and
learn to use a growing number of messages. No need
to learn a new device, instead simply change the
keyguard. It is also great in multi-user environments,
where different users may be a different levels of
communication skill. 8 switch ports provide alternative
access, though scanning is not provided.

AdVOCAte+ is the ideal device for assessment, for
multiple users in a classroom, hospital or centre. It has
the fantastic ability to learn and send infra-red remote
control signals. Being able to control your TV, radio etc. is
highly motivating and a concrete way to teach cause &
effect.

AdVOCAte+ is easy to hold, slim and portable and offers
flexible button layout, with swappable keyguards.

It offers a wide range
of switch and scanning
options with built-in
switch ports, making it
accessible even to
people with limited fine
motor control.

Communication on the go has never been easier with
the TalkTrac wearable communicator. It's perfect for
breaking the ice, conversing with family and friends,
interacting with classmates, and even recording
personal information and to-do lists.

TalkTrac is a perfect companion for children and adults
on the autism spectrum, helping them feel more
comfortable in social situations.

The Connect model also allows users to communicate
further afield, via SMS texting, or making mobile phone
calls from this small compact device.

Scanning enables access to the SL40 and SL40
Connect using a switch for those with limited hand
abilities or with progressive or changing needs.

See pg 86 for switches.

Accessories include an
optional mounting plate,
a mounting kit including
an arm and a strap set.

The set offers three
straps; a waist strap,

shoulder/neck strap and
a short carry strap for

easy access and extra
security.
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GoTalk 32+ GoTalk Express 32
GoTalks are a strong, reliable AAC device. Another
person (a parent, sibling or friend) records messages
the user will likely need, in any language, dialect or
accent. An overlay of pictures, words or symbols is
created. The pictures help the user remember where to
find messages. The overlay is slid into the GoTalk, and
then the user can 'speak', by pressing on a picture to
play a message. The GoTalk 32+ has a quick record
feature, volume control, a built-in handle and keyguard,
an overlay storage compartment and instructions
printed on the back.

GoTalk Communicators

Useful as a memory aid or simple
talker. An inexpensive, single message
device with a large picture display
and a big play button. GoTalk1 has
great sound quality, is lighweight and
easy to use.

The extra large activation area fits a
standard 5 x 7" photo. Use as a talking
sign on the wall to record location-
specific messages or instructions.

These are a rugged and trusted AAC favourite. The GoTalk 4, 9 and 20 all have multiple levels of recording, for access to
more messages. Paper overlays slide in to provide a visual message prompt. Additional pages are stored in a slot in the
device. Simply record your message onto a button, in any language, then press the button to hear your message. 'Core
messages' remain the same on all levels. With volume control, level change and function locking ability.

A simple, portable talker. Attach the
lanyard and use as a wearable
communication device around your
neck. Paper Overlays slide in easily
and are stored in a removable
compartment on the back.

This GoTalk offers scanning access, LEDs for visual
prompts, an option to add a 1.5 second auditory
cue to any message, and the ability to seamlessly play
multiple messages in sequence - great for learning
sentence construction! The GoTalk Express is ideal for
beginning or experienced communicators. Choose
between two modes: The Standard method works like
any GoTalk - touch a message key and it talks. With the
Express method, users can link messages together to
play in sequence. These messages will play seamlessly in
the order selected to simulate sentences &
conversation. Access directly or with one or two
switches. Each level plays 4, 8, 16 or 32 messages. Slow,
medium or fast scanning speed.

GoTalk 9 now available in a Light Touch
version: 5x easier to press!
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Enhance Education Toolkit Health Communication Toolkit

Learning supports for students with intellectual disability,
limited or no speech, or autism. The tools quickly and
inexpensively upgrade classroom instruction, regardless
of the curriculum in place. Products are flexible, and
easy to use. Use these to include more children and
provide a way for them to share their knowledge with
you!

GoTalk Stand

GoTalk Overlay Software

GoTalk 32 Stand

The new GoTalk Stand is a convenient, portable, easy-to-
use case that fits GoTalk 4+, GoTalk 9+ and GoTalk 20+.
The lightweight, durable green vinyl folder holds GoTalks
securely when closed and opens easily for use as a
stand. The GoTalk Stand protects your GoTalk+ and is
ideal for classroom use, at home or out and about.

Use this software to design and print your paper overlays to
fit into any GoTalk device. Overlay cells can contain
multiple images and text boxes, so you can create
personalised communication boards. Editing features let
you adjust colour, size, and font of the text. Move enlarge,
rotate, and crop pictures. Choose from dozens of ready-
made templates for all of Attainment's AAC products and
standard paper sizes. You can export files in PDF, JPG, or
PNG formats so it's easy to email overlays to others.

The software comes with the complete Imagine Symbol Set
and an integrated online search feature that gives you
instant access to millions of images. Now also available with
SymbolStix, a complete library of 12,000 symbols by News-2-
You.

The GoTalk 32 Stand holds the GoTalk Express 32 or the
GoTalk 32+ snugly in place at just the right angle. Made
from expanded vinyl, it is lightweight and durable.
Includes non-skid rubber feet to prevent unintentional
movement. Ideal for both direct select or scanning
users. Folds flat for easy transport or storage. Size:
Approximately 36.8 x 30.5 x 3.8cm

Increase communication with this assortment of easy-to-
use tools. Enables communication about health, and is
also useful for labelling rooms, saying simple messages,
providing instructions and reminders. The Vidatek
HealthCare Communication Board has pictures and
letters that users simply point at to communicate with.
The portable Personal Communication Book lets users
insert their own info and pictures into the pages.
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These simple recorded message devices are a basic necessity in any school or centre
supporting people with complex communication needs. Record any single message
directly into the BIGmack communicator and press its activation surface. Connect a
toy or appliance for additional motivation via the toy jack. The BIGmack is an
excellent choice for people with visual impairments and people with physical
disabilities who require a larger target area, while the LITTLEmack is perfect for
smaller hands and people who need a steeper angle for access.

Big Button Big Button with Steps & Levels

SimplyWorks Smooth Talker

The Big Button has two modes:
Single message and Tap-to-Talk
mode. In single message mode,
you get one great sounding
message. In Tap-to-Talk mode, the
user can choose one of up to
three messages, controlled by the
number of button taps. One tap
plays the first message, two taps
the second message, and three
taps the third.

The SimplyWorks Smooth Talker is the only communicator to offer a variety of
use modes, from sequenced messages, to choices, to random select and a
conversational mode. It is an affordable unit that offers the features of many
other devices, all in one. It is also the only talker that can control toys via
wired or wireless connection, and can activate two toys simultaneously. For
positive reinforcement and additional motivation, toys or appliances can be
controlled, and a message played when activating the toy/appliance. It
can also be activated by wired switches or wireless SimplyWorks Switches -
see pg 86.

This Big Button has two modes: Steps or Levels. In Steps
Mode, you can record three activities, each with up to
ten steps. The user plays the steps in sequence. An LCD
screen indicates the activity and step number.
Levels Mode gives you ten levels - nine with 6 seconds
recording time plus one level with 14 seconds.The
message stays the same unless you change levels.
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Record any series of messages into the BIG or LITTLE
Step-by-Step Communicators. Press the surface once
to hear the first message. Press it again to hear the next
message in the sequence, and so on. Two full minutes
of recording time allow you to record as many
messages as you need.

This is the only device in the BIG/LITTLE Step range that
allows you to skip over a message without it playing it in
its entirety. Just press the activation surface repeatedly,
to skip over messages & get to your desired one. This is
a great tool for answering multiple-choice questions, or
communicating desires among a list of options. With 3
levels.

All the same great features of the BIG and LITTLE Step-
by-Step but with the power of levels! Levels are ideal for
recording sequential messages, to be used at specific
times of the day, or for recording and storing messages
that are used on a regular basis - just switch to a
different level to change the set of messages. With 3
levels.

...with Levels

...with Levels and Choice
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Talking Brix - Set of 3 Talking Tiles - Set of 6

Take learning and talking to the playground or garden
with this set of six large Big Points. Simply record your
message then press to play back. These are sturdy and
require a firm press, ideal for heavy-handed users and
for avoiding accidental activation. Theyare suitable for
use in all weathers, by all ages. The speakers have been
specially designed for loud play back outdoors and
are ideal for Early Years treasure hunts, interactive
number lines andplayground communication.

The unique thing about the Talking Brix single message
communicators is the ingenious tab and slot connector
which allows you to link one Brix to another, creating
simple, scalable communication grid. Talking Brix are
thin, light communicators with built-in magnets, perfect
for carrying in a pocket, or placing around the room for
reminders or as a communication tool.

iTalk2 with Levels

This dual message communicator gives users the
freedom to choose between two activities, foods
stories or two of anything else you can imagine. iTalk2 is
also great for asking and answering questions, telling
jokes and making comments in social situations. Add a
switch adapted toy for immediate positive cause and
effect reinforcement and to enhance messages. With
three levels of recording, you can be prepared for
several activities.

This pack of recordable tiles are excellent as a memory
aid for people with dementia, or can be placed
around a classroom for labelling, location specific
messages, or a reminder of the rules!

Easy to carry, they can enable sending messages with
non-verbal learners. Record and playback speech,
music or sound effects via the built-in microphone and
speaker. Includes a removable clear cover that allows
you to insert pictures, symbols or words to match your
recordings. Includes an audio-in socket which gives the
option to record audio directly from a CD Player or
computer. A locking switch protects messages from
accidental erasure. Includes wall mounting holes.
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QuickTalker S QuickTalker 1

Mounting &Overlays

The QuickTalker S provides sequential communication
with a proximity sensor that can be activated with a
very light touch or by moving a hand or finger within
1cm of its surface. Activate QuickTalker S to play the first
message, then activate again to play each additional
message. It is a sleek and modern looking device, with a
symbol slot on the front for a visual prompt.

The QuickTalker Range

With QuickTalker, your students will be ready to start talking in
minutes. Create your paper overlays around curriculum themes or
conversation topics, and easily change level and swap overlay
when you need to. With clear instructions on the back, these are
simple, durable and a favourite in classrooms, dementia care and
hospital therapy centres.

The QuickTalker 1 is a single message speech
generating device with a proximity sensor. It enables
users to play back a recorded message by activating
the device with a very light touch or by waving their
hand within 1cm of the surface. It is a sleek and
modern looking device, which can be mounted for
improved access.
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